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Maths Planner is a web application designed to
reduce teachers workload and improve the
teaching and learning within secondary schools.

Today, maths teachers experience growing responsibilities with
the expectations to deliver outstanding lessons day in, day out.
Yet, with finite spare hours in the day, planning bespoke,
effective and meaningful resources for each class can often feel
impossible.

Founder, Henry - an experienced maths teacher & tutor,
encountered this issue the further his career developed.

Every teacher wants to prioritise their planning and consistently
deliver lessons that provide effective knowledge retrieval
practise and meaningful AFL (assessment for learning)
plenaries. 

Teachers instinctively know what questions a class need to be
assessed in their starters and plenaries...

However, the practicality of planning and creating such
resources is time-consuming, especially with a full timetable
and other responsibilities to deal with. This often leaves
teachers finding and using resources "that will do".

Let's face it; creating 18 or more bespoke starters and plenaries
every week is quite the task - even for the most experienced of
teachers!



Teachers can use Maths Planner to create the exact custom
starter and plenary questions in minutes by:

     - Using our classroom ready templates, that are designed to be

-----displayed on your whiteboard as a means to help reduce

-----your departments printing costs and become more eco

-----friendly

     - Accessing our differentiated question bank, which includes

-----over 160 sub-topics. By using our user friendly interface,

-----simply search and select the sub-topic questions and

-----difficulty you need

We do all the heavy lifting by:

     -  Randomly generating all our questions to provide an infinite

-----amount for all sub-topics- 

     - Automatically generating answers, with the option to model

-----full solutions using our interactive whiteboard tools  

...and many more teacher requested features! 

Maths Planner allows students consistent retrieval practise, whilst
saving teachers time to allow them the opportunity to deliver
outstanding lessons and focus on meaningful AFL.

Maths Planner was designed and developed by teachers to give
them the ultimate control over their starter and plenary planning. 

Specifically for Maths Departments and Teachers that:

     - Use starters and plenaries in their lessons (or want to)

     - Want to improve student recall

     - Want to reduce their workload

     - Seeking to implement consistent procedures and AFL across

-----their classes and/or department (or improve current systems)

     - Want to have more time for meaningful feedback

Maths teachers can finally get a head-start on
their lesson planning and create the resources
they need without increasing their workload.

Teachers can save created lessons to their dashboard and organise the week ahead!
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